Thespis No. 10

Mercury: Allegro moderato

Rh: Allegro moderato

LH: "Mercury:"

8

Mercury: "Olympus is now in a terrible mud-dle, The de-pu-ties-

Rh: "dim."

LH: "p"

14

Mercury: "all are at fault They quia-ter and spla-h like a pig in a pud-dle And di ck-en's a one of 'em's earn-ing his salt. For"

Rh: "dim."

LH: "p"

19

Mercury: "Thes-pis as Jove is a ter ri ble blan-der, Too ner-vous and tim-id too ea-sy and weak- When ev-e r he's called on to"

Rh: "mf"

LH: "mf"

24

Mercury: "light-en or that-der, The thought of it keeps him a- wake for a week Then might-y Mars has n't the pluck of a par-rot. When"

Rh: "mf"

LH: "mf"

29

Mercury: "left in the dark he will quia-ver and qual, And Vul-cun has arms that would snap like a car-rot, Be fore he could drive in a"

Rh: "mp"

LH: "mp"
Mercury

Then Venus's freckles are very repelling, And Venus should not have a squint in her eyes; The learned Minerva is weak in her spelling, And scatters her h's all over the skies.

Then too Venus's freckles are very repelling, And Venus should not have a squint in her eyes; The learned Minerva is weak in her spelling, And scatters her h's all over the skies.

Mercury

Then his heart-ed tenderness erring, Can't make up his mind to let anyone die— The Times has a paragraph ever recurring, "Remarkable instance of longevity." On some it has some as a serious onus, To others it's quite an advantage in life; declares a big bonus, The poor under-takers are all in the court!
Cupid, the rascal, forgetting his trade

To make men and women impartially smart,
Will only shoot arrows at

Pretty young ladies, and never takes aim at a bachelor's heart.

The results of this freak—or whatever you term it—Should

Cover the wick-ed young scamp with disgrace,
While ev'ry young man is as shy as a hermit, Young ladies are popping all

Over the place. This would be much matter for bashful and shy men, When skillfully hand-led are certain to fall. But, all

As, that determined young bachelor Hy-men refuses to wed anybody at all. He swears that Love's flame is the